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Synopsis 

Sal, Joe, Francie and Humphrey misplace their 
famous mapmaker mother as they begin the Great 
Race to map a rail route through an uncharted 
wilderness. Their father didn’t return from his last 
expedition and now their money is gone. This race  
is their last chance.
They have twenty-eight days to find and map the  
best route. There’ll be bears, bees, bats, river 
crossings, cliff falls, impossible weather—but  
worstof all, they’re racing five teams of adults  
who do not play by the rules.
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Ten tips for young writers
Eirlys Hunter

1.   Get the scale right. If you’re going to write the whole story of the alien invasion of your 
town, you need to write a novel. If you’ve only got time to write a couple of pages, then write 
about the exciting, but brief, encounter between you and one alien. Short stories call for small 
events, or small corners of big events.

2.   Be particular. Don’t give the baby a toy to chew on, give them a plastic stegosaurus. Specific 
details allow us (your readers) to imagine the scene. 

Specific details also allow us to know what makes your character different from anyone else, 
(which is much more interesting than what makes them the same). She ate her breakfast is 
boring, but for breakfast she poured milk over her peanut butter sandwich is weird, and weird is 
interesting. The colour of a character’s hair or eyes is hardly ever important in a story. But being 
the eldest of ten children, or being able to walk on a tightrope, or claiming to know the capital 
cities of every country in the world, are characteristics that could be important to a story and are 
unusual—and interesting.

3.   Use all your senses—don’t just tell us what something looks like. What does the market 
smell like, the swimming pool sound like, the new pyjamas feel like, the medicine taste like?

4.   Edit. Try taking out some of your words. How many words can you remove and still have a 
story? If you take out even more words does your story become a poem?

5.   Choose juicy verbs instead of using adverbs. Start by taking out most words ending in 
-ly (slowly, happily, sleepily etc), then choose a juicy verb instead. For example, instead of she 
walked slowly home from school you could write:

She slouched home shows your reader that she’s grumpy, or maybe she’s trying to look cool

She ambled home she’s not in a hurry and she’s cheerful

She stumbled home maybe she’s blinded with tears?

She sneaked home she’s not allowed, or maybe she’s following someone

What would wandered, pranced, shambled, scurried, dashed, darted, tore, strolled, mooched or 
bounced home suggest?



6.   Also—cut down on adjectives and make sure the ones you choose work hard. Try to avoid 
automatic descriptions like beautiful princess, green grass, fierce lion, pretty flower etc.

7.   Showing is better than telling. My cat Mittens is very friendly, tells us. Mittens winds herself 
around my legs when I come home from school, shows us, and makes it easy for us to picture 
Mittens in our imaginations.

8.   Make something happen. When you get stuck and don’t know what else to write, try 
having someone unexpected arrive. Who is it, and what happens next? If what happens next isn’t 
surprising, get rid of them and bring in someone (or something) else.

9.   Read what you’ve written aloud. When you read it aloud you’ll hear words that you need to 
delete and places where you’ve left a word out. If something makes you stumble as you read, fix it 
up.

10.   Read. You learn to be a better writer by reading, so read, read, read, read, read, read, read…..


